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**BACKGROUND**

CRISPR/Cas9 technology is a cutting-edge gene-engineering tool, that allows the rapid and precise editing of genetic sequences in a wide range of organisms. The Cas9 protein is an RNA-guided endonuclease that can introduce site-specific cleavage of double stranded DNA.¹⁻³ This allows the alteration of genomic loci and the generation of gene knockouts (KO) or knock-ins in a straightforward and reliable way. Recent advances in the field now also allow use of the system for epigenome editing; the fusion of a functional effector domain (e.g. a transcriptional or epigenetic modifier) to a nuclease-deficient Cas9 (known as dead Cas9 or dCas9), enables controlled transcriptional regulation of a targeted region.⁴ Using a nuclear-localized RNA-targeting Cas9 endonuclease (RCas9) it is now even possible to tag and track mRNA in live cells; this allows the real-time dynamics of gene expression to be investigated.⁵ Further exciting developments using catalytically inactive or “dead” Cas9 (a variant bearing both the D10A and H840A mutations that does not cleave DNA) fused with a fluorescent protein allow the visualization of chromosome dynamics and genome architecture.⁶ Owing to its simple delivery and high efficiency, the CRISPR/Cas9 system can also be utilized for high-throughput genome-wide screens.⁷ Overall, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has revolutionized life science research and now holds great promise for biotechnology and therapeutic applications.⁸

The CRISPR/Cas9 system is a powerful and versatile tool for gene engineering, genome regulation and for the visualization of biological processes. The system only requires two components: the Cas9 endonuclease, and a single guide RNA (sgRNA). The sgRNA is typically around 20 nucleotides long and guides the Cas9 endonuclease to its target sequence, which immediately follows a Protospacer Adjacent Motif (PAM). PAMs are required for target binding and are unique to different Cas9 orthologues.⁹ Once at its target location, the Cas9 nuclease can cleave the DNA, manipulate gene expression, or label the region of interest (Figures 1 and 2).

---

**Figure 1**

The Cas9 nuclease/DNA/sgRNA complex. Cas9 binds at a specific region on the dsDNA as a result of the single guide RNA molecule (sgRNA). Cleavage occurs 3 base pairs upstream of the PAM sequence. Image by Mariuswalter - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=62766587
Gilson provides scientists with a range of manual and automated high precision liquid handling tools to enable CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing research. By choosing the right tool for the right job, convenience, productivity, accuracy and precision can all be maximised to ensure reproducible and verifiable results.

**THE CRISPR WORKFLOW**

The essential steps in a typical CRISPR KO experiment are as follows:

1. **Design of specific sgRNAs**, which should be specific to the target sequence only, so as to avoid unintended off-target effects elsewhere in the genome.\(^{10-11}\) Importantly, given the ubiquitous presence of the PAM sequence (NGG) in most genomes, the system is able to operate in nearly every genomic region. For this reason many studies have used the CRISPR/Cas9 system for high-throughput genome-wide screens, using arrayed or pooled sgRNA libraries.\(^{12}\)

2. **Production of sgRNAs (plasmid method)**. The designed sgRNA have to be generated and cloned into expression plasmids. The generation of several sgRNAs per target and the validation of sgRNA activity is highly recommended to compare guide efficiencies, streamline experimental timelines and increase the chance of successful modifications.
In this labour intensive and repetitive step, the Gilson PIPETMAN® L and PIPETMAN® M range of manual and electronic pipettes are ideal to ensure maximal precision at the small volumes required for the cloning steps. Both the PIPETMAN® L and PIPETMAN® M are available in a range of volume sizes, and when used in conjunction with Gilson PIPETMAN tips, ensure optimal accuracy and precision for volumes as low as 0.2 µL. With single channel or multi-channel options available, any labware or throughput can be accommodated.

3. Delivery of CRISPR components. A crucial step in the experimental pipeline is the efficient delivery of the CRISPR components to the cells. The Cas9 endonuclease can be delivered as a purified recombinant protein or via a Cas9 expression plasmid, which can also encode the required sgRNA. If Cas9 protein is used, the sgRNA can be either pre-complexed (as a ribonucleoprotein or ‘RNP’ complex), or delivered on a separate sgRNA expression plasmid or as a PCR-based sgRNA amplicon containing an expression cassette. These components can then be introduced into the cells by a variety of approaches, including transfection, electroporation or viral delivery.

4. Cell culture. Following successful delivery the CRISPR components clonal cell lines can be established. Inside the cells the CRISPR-Cas system will repeatedly seek out the correct target sequence specified by the gRNA and once at this site, Cas9 will cleave both strands of DNA inducing a local DNA damage response. In the case of a KO experiment, as non-homologous end joining can sometimes lead to imprecise repair in the form or insertions or deletions, the reading frame of a gene can be shifted such that it is no longer able to produce a functional protein. The Gilson PIPETMAN® L Multichannel or electronic PIPETMAN® M Multichannel ranges make setting up multiple 96-well plates for clonal cell culture straightforward and fast, giving you the maximum probability of detecting your modification of interest.
Recent developments in the CRISPR-Cas9 field are enabling researchers to perform high throughput CRISPR screening experiments; however, with such large-scale workflows, manual sample preparation is often inefficient, time consuming and laborious. The accuracy and intuitive operation of the Gilson PLATEMASTER® give researchers the ability to streamline the workflow of CRISPR/Cas9 studies at scale. PLATEMASTER® is the ideal solution for performing 96-well or 384-well plate-to-plate transfers or for transferring buffers or media from a reservoir. With zero programming, minimal set-up is required, and its small footprint makes it ideal to use in a laminar flow hood or cabinet.

For the sample preparation and qPCR validation of clones, the Gilson PIPETMAX® automated liquid handler removes the risk of manual error. With its volume range from 1 µL to 1 mL, and the ability to use 1 to 8 pipetting tips at any one time, PIPETMAX® is the most versatile liquid handler for its size. PIPETMAX® can eliminate user to user error, as well as human error in sample transfers, while completing experiments unattended, leaving scientists more time to focus on more important tasks. The ability to use 96- and 384-well plates, allows for increased throughput with sample tracking. PIPETMAX® uses the same tips as the manual Gilson pipettes so you can be assured of the same excellent performance.

5. Validation. Once your clones are ready, a sample of the cells can be lysed and the target genomic region from each can be PCR amplified and sequenced. There are a number of other useful techniques that can also be performed to detect whether or not the CRISPR gene-editing experiments have been successful, including T7E1 assay, surveyor assay, or next generation sequencing. Once knockout clones have been identified, they can be further expanded and the cellular phenotypes can be studied in detail.

In addition to the PIPETMAN® L and PIPETMAN® M manual and electronic pipettes, PIPETMAX® offers industry-leading accuracy and precision and is the perfect accompaniment for automating your qPCR validation experiments. The Normalization Assistant, a software wizard, allows you to import your DNA concentrations: PIPETMAX automatically calculates the volumes required to be transferred to create your normalized plate. In addition, the qPCR Assistant, also a software wizard, helps you to set up your qPCR experiment exactly how you want it and keep track of track of numerous samples with ease. Its flexibility allows you to create and store multiple experiments and use your preferred labware, while creating an output file that can be imported directly to your thermocycler.
SUMMARY

CRISPR/Cas9 is undoubtedly one of the most revolutionary tools in modern molecular biology with wide reaching applications for basic science, industry and healthcare. Within only a few years after its initial discovery as a programmable gene-editing device, CRISPR/Cas9 has fast become the method of choice for genome engineering in many laboratories all over the world.

As with many techniques in modern molecular biology, CRISPR/Cas9 workflows are dominated by pipetting, liquid handling and the complexing and delivery of key reagents. Based on Gilson's longstanding expertise in the development of liquid handling and laboratory automation, our products offer the high level of accuracy and precision required for all levels of a CRISPR/Cas experimental workflow.
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